
Solutions for Act II Scene 3 - A Swarm of Spawn

This certainly seems like a list of collective nouns.  The descriptives sound familiar . . . 
but none of these are actual collective nouns.  And the last word in each line doesn’t even 
anagram to anything that fits.  What are we to do?

Well -- a couple of these things are close.  I mean, “a bevy of qualm”?!  That should 
probably be “a bevy of quail” . . . right?  And right above that -- how about instead of an 
“unkindness of varies” we make it “an unkindness of ravens.”  It looks like maybe we 
change one letter in the final word and then anagram it to form an actual collective noun?

Well -- it turns out that that’s right and then some.  Because if we keep track of the letters 
that are going into and coming out of each word . . . we reveal a secret message!

  A pod of shipload dolphins

  A spring of melt teal

  A bed of laces clams

  A clan of shanty hyenas

  A business of refresh ferrets

  A shiver of askers sharks

  A sleuth of brats bears

  A richesse of remains martens

  A rout of slants snails

  A colony of labs bats

  A pride of noise lions

  An ambush of gratis tigers

  A band of rollings gorillas

  An unkindness of varies ravens

  A bevy of qualm quail

  A labor of aloes moles

  A knot of dolts toads

  A conspiracy of serums lemurs
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And would you believe it?  The phrase from the title actually fits into the entire, 
overarching pattern, closing the circle on all the letters that have been shifting down 
through the puzzle’s lines and returning us to where we began:

So the full final clue reads, “Name the title animals” . . . and the title of this puzzle is 
revealed to actually be, “A Swarm Of Wasps.”

The answer is: wasps

  A swarm of spawn wasps+ S
(back to the top)


